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Our aim is to explore, both experimentally and theoretically, the cumulative effects of small
particle–liquid density difference, where the particles are used as tracers in recirculating flow. As an
example we take a flow field generated in a differentially heated cavity. The main flow structure in
such a cavity consists in one or two spiraling motions. Long-term observations of such structures
with the help of tracers~small particles! indicated that accumulation of the particles may set in at
some flow regions. For theoretical insight into the phenomenon, a simple analytical model of
recirculating~rotating! flow was studied. It was assumed that particles are spherical and rigid, and
their presence does not affect the flow field. The particle Reynolds number is negligibly small, hence
only the effects of particle–liquid density difference are of importance. Besides buoyancy, the
effects of Saffman’s force and the inertial forces are also taken into account when calculating
particle trajectories. Both cases were analyzed, particles with density slightly higher and lower than
the fluid. It was found that in our case the inertial forces are negligible. In the numerical experiment
trajectories of particles were investigated. The particles were allocated at random in the flow field
obtained by numerical solution of the natural convection in the differentially heated cavity. In the
experimental part, behavior of a dilute particle suspension in the convective cell was explored. In the
model-analytical study of a simple spiraling motion, it was found that due to the interaction of the
recirculating convective flow field and the gravity-buoyancy force, the particles may be trapped in
some flow regions, whereas the rest of the flow field becomes particle-free. This prediction agrees
fairly well with the numerical and experimental findings. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-6631~96!01105-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The motion of small particles settling under gravity in a
fluid flow has often been investigated in the past due to its
importance both in technological applications and in flow
visualization. Most of the interest centered on the problem of
particle mixing and sedimentation in air flow. Apart from the
expected differences between particle–fluid trajectories, it
was found that in some periodic cellular flows1–6 the non-
buoyant particles may remain suspended against gravity and
eventually acquire asymptotic trajectories. This entrapment
phenomenon has usually been interpreted in terms of inertia
effects, which prevail in most practical situations.

In the present paper we deal with the case where flow
velocity and particle size allow us to neglect the inertial ef-
fects completely. Also, the particles are sufficiently large for
their diffusion to be neglected. The only significant forces
are the buoyancy and the particle-flow viscous interaction. It
is well known that even neutrally buoyant particles or drop-
lets, on interaction with a creeping flow, may migrate across

the streamlines and concentrate in some flow regions7–10 af-
ter a sufficiently long time. Similar behavior was observed
for particle tracks under natural convection in an enclosure.

Particle tracking is a very useful tool in validating a
computer code simulating the flow. While the numerically
generated streamlines allow detailed analysis of the flow
structures, their comparison with the observed particle tracks
provides the most reliable verification of the code.11 How-
ever, due to the mass, buoyancy, and finite size of the par-
ticles, there exists an experimental uncertainty, difficult to
estimate in advance. In the creeping flow regime only the
buoyancy seems to be of importance. Nevertheless, good
matching of particle–fluid densities is not an easy task, and
in the thermal flow some disparity is always present, due to
differences in their thermal expansion coefficients. These
small residual effects, which may appear negligible in the
short run, become important, when the long-term behavior of
the tracers is studied. This is the case in our present study.
The tracer particles follow periodically the cellular flow
structure in the cavity, and, as we show below, the initially
weak effects of their buoyancy become evident when the
observation time exceeds several days.a!Electronic mail: meralya@cnls.technion.ac.il
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The problem we deal with is three-dimensional~3-D!
convection in the differentially heated enclosure~Fig. 1!, of-
ten used as ‘‘benchmark’’ in verifying numerical codes. Due
to the temperature gradient between the two sidewalls, the
fluid inside the cavity moves. The two basic dimensionless
parameters defining the problem, the Rayleigh number,

Ra5
gb DT L3

an
, ~1!

and the Prandtl number,

Pr5
n

a
, ~2!

are used to characterize and compare the numerical and ex-
perimental results. In the above definitions,g, L, DT, a, b, n
denote, respectively, gravity acceleration, cavity height, the
temperature difference (Th2Tc), thermal diffusivity, the co-
efficient of thermal expansion of the fluid and kinematic vis-
cosity. Several visualization experiments and numerical
studies12,13were performed in the differentially heated cube-
shaped cavity. It was found that this flow has several pro-
nounced distinctions from 2-D models. The main flow struc-
ture consists in one or two spiraling motions, responsible,
besides recirculation of the liquid from the hot to the cold
wall, for ‘‘cross-flow’’ from the front and back walls to the
cavity center~Fig. 2!. Observation of such a structure with
the help of tracers has shown that accumulation of particles
may be observed in some flow regions.

To get some insight of such phenomena, first we analyze
the behavior of small, spherical, rigid particle in a simple
model of unbounded rotating flow field. Next, we also ana-
lyze the particle behavior in a flow field generated numeri-
cally for the differentially heated cavity. The particle Rey-
nolds number is negligibly small, hence only the effects of
particle–liquid density difference are of importance. In the
theoretical model, beside gravity and buoyancy, the effects
of Saffman’s force and the inertial forces are also taken into
account when calculating particle trajectories. It is shown
that even at the limit of negligible inertia and small buoy-
ancy effects, for long observation times~days! cumulative
effects of the flow–particle interaction lead to their entrap-
ment in selected regions of the flow domain. These regions
of equilibrium, located approximately midway between the
front ~and back! wall and the cavity center, form two closed,
ring-shaped orbits, separately for heavy and buoyant par-

ticles, whereas the rest of the cavity becomes particle-free.
Our numerical and experimental observations have con-
firmed the existence of such regions in convective flow.

The simple model of a small rigid particle in an un-
bounded spiraling flow field is formulated in Sec. II. Its so-
lution predicts accumulation of heavy and buoyant particles
separately in two ring-shaped orbits. In Sec. III particle tra-
jectories are calculated in the flow field generated as a nu-
merical solution of the Navier–Stokes and energy equations
in the differentially heated cubic enclosure. These trajecto-
ries also testify to particle accumulation in the two orbits, in
both the cases where Saffman’s force is neglected and taken
into account. In Sec. IV experimental findings that partly
confirm the theoretical predictions are presented and dis-
cussed. In Sec. V some final remarks are given. In the Ap-
pendix we discuss the effects of the neglected inertial and
added mass terms for our experimental conditions.

II. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF A SIMPLE
ANALYTICAL MODEL PROBLEM

Experimental and numerical studies12,13of flow in a dif-
ferentially heated cubic enclosure showed at relatively low
values of the Rayleigh number Ra&63104 a one-roll con-
vective cell, whereas at higher values a second roll forms
~see Fig. 2!. These two rolls, issuing from the ‘‘cat’s eye’’
structure in the midplane, wind themselves and merge on

FIG. 1. Cubic box with two opposite, vertical isothermal walls kept at
temperaturesTh ~hot! andTc ~cold!, respectively. The other four walls~8
mm Plexiglas! are nominally insulators. Front wallx50.

FIG. 2. Typical calculated 3-D streamlines~only front half of the cavity
displayed!. Pr56300; ~a! low Rayleigh number~Ra523104!, inner spiral
runs toward the center;~b! higher Rayleigh number~Ra57.93104!, two
inner spirals run toward the front wall.
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their way back from the front~back! wall of the enclosure.
The latter phenomenon creates an effectively one-roll con-
figuration, except for the small, low-velocity core region.
Below we show that this toroidal motion, transporting liquid
back and forth along the single spiral, is a crucial factor in
the effect of particle accumulation.

Let us consider a simple unbounded rotating flow field
that leads itself to analytic description, while reflecting the
main features of the flow in the convective cell:

v5vreu1V~r !ex , ~3!

wherev is the velocity of liquid;eu andex are the unit vec-
tors of the azimuthal and axial directions in the cylindrical
coordinate system;r is the radial coordinate;v ~5const! is
the angular velocity; andV(r ) is the velocity component
normal to the plane of rotation.

It is seen that we consider a one-roll system with an
additional flow component normal to the plane of rotation
~and directed toward the front or back wall of the enclosure
or to its midplane!. Velocity field ~3! satisfies the continuity
equation for an arbitraryV(r ). To model the basic peculiari-
ties of the flow in the enclosure we take, for example,

V~r !5H V0 , r,b,

2V0 , r.b,
~4!

whereV0 is a positive or a negative constant~see Fig. 3!.
Equation~4! states that there exists a core of radiusb

with the flow toward the front or back wall of the cell~or
toward its midplane!, whereas outside the core the liquid
moves in the opposite direction. Both the core and outer
flows transfer the liquid normally to the plane of rotation
along spiraling streamlines.

Such a scheme mimics the flow structure given in Refs.
12 and 13. Reversal of the ‘‘cross-flow’’ in~4! results from
its impingement on the front or back walls. The situation
approximately corresponds to the flow structure for the natu-
ral convection in the cavity at relatively low Rayleigh num-
bers and to the effectively one-roll region of the flow at high
ones.

The values of the experimental parameters used for esti-
mations are as follows. The densities of the liquid and par-
ticles arer51230 kg/m3 andrp51240 kg/m3, respectively;
the length of the cubic enclosure isL50.038 m; the thermal
diffusivity of liquid and Prandtl number area51.0131027

m2/s and Pr51150, respectively. The flow velocity is of the
order of 100a/L. The liquid viscosity ism50.143 kg/m s,
whereas the radius of the particle isa50.17531023 m. Us-
ing these data, it may be shown that most of the forces acting
on a particle within the flow~listed, e.g., in Refs. 2, 5, 6, and
14–16; also see the Appendix! are small compared with the
Stokes and buoyancy forces. In particular, the inertia of the
particle, the added mass of the liquid, the effects of pressure
gradient of the flow, the augmented viscous drag from the
Basset history term, the corrections for the nonuniform flow
field, the Magnus and Saffman forces may be neglected.
Therefore, the force balance for a particle is that of the
Stokes, gravity, and buoyancy forces:

26pma~vp2v!2 4
3pa

3~rp2r!gk50, ~5!

wherevp is the velocity of the particle,g is gravity accelera-
tion, andk is the unit vector of the vertical direction~see Fig.
3!.

Projection of~5! and ~3! onto the Cartesian coordinate
axes leads to

up5V, ~6a!

vp52vzp , ~6b!

wp5vyp2
2

9

a2~rp2r!g

m
, ~6c!

whereup , vp , andwp are thex, y, andz components of the
particle velocity, whereasxp , yp , andzp are the coordinates
of the particle.

Using ~6!, the following set of equations describing the
particle position can be written:

dxp
dt

5V, ~7a!

dyp
dt

52vzp , ~7b!

dzp
dt

5vyp2
2

9

a2~rp2r!g

m
, ~7c!

wheret denotes time.
The last two equations of~7!, solved separately, yield

yp5~yp02 l !cosvt2zp0 sin vt1 l , ~8a!

zp5~yp02 l !sin vt1zp0 cosvt, ~8b!

l5
2

9

a2~rp2r!g

vm
, ~8c!

wherexp0, yp0, andzp0 are the initial positions of the particle
at some momentt50.

The solution of~8! shows that the particle moves along a
circle in the projection on theyz plane, with center aty5 l ,
z50:

~yp2 l !21zp
25~yp02 l !21zp0

2 . ~9!

This was already encountered in geophysical
applications.17–19

FIG. 3. Sketch of model flow. Left- and right-hand circles indicate the flow
direction; in the center the flow is in the opposite direction.
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If rp.r, l is positive and the center of the circle is
displaced toward the ‘‘hot’’ side of the rotating flow in Fig.
3. If, by contrast,rp,r, l is negative and the center is dis-
placed toward the ‘‘cold side.’’ The symmetry is lost, since
the Stokes force counteracts the gravity-buoyancy force only
on one side of the cell.

Equations~8! and~9! show that in the projection on the
yz plane the particle circulates with angular frequencyv,
identical to that of the rotating flow. Note that the pointy5 l
and z50 corresponds to a steady-state position of the par-
ticle, since there the Stokes force is balanced by the gravity-
buoyancy force.

The movement of the particle along the circle~9! takes
place concurrently with its translational motion along thex
axis, described by~4! and ~7a!, as

dxp
dt

5H V0 , Ay21z2,b,

2V0 , Ay21z2.b.
~10!

If part of the circle ~9! is situated inside the cylinder
Ay21z2 5 b and the remaining part is outside, then in some
time intervals the particle moves with velocityV0 ~say, for-
ward!, whereas in other intervals it moves with velocity2V0
~backward!. Such a change of direction may result, under
appropriate conditions, in the particle becoming trapped in a
very short sectionDx, which it is unable to leave. This
means that only particles moving along such a trajectory can
survive in the long term. Other particles are displaced to
x56`, which, in practice, means that after some delay they
will settle somewhere in the cell. Therefore, some ‘‘suspend-
ing’’ trajectories should exist, where particles accumulate
owing to the trapping effects, whereas other regions of the
flow field are particle-free.

To find the suspending trajectory let us calculate the so-
journ time of a particle inside and outside the cylinder
Ay21z2 5 b. From~8a! and~8b! we have

$@~yp02 l !cosvt2zp0 sin vt1 l #21@~yp02 l !sin vt

1zp0 cosvt#2%1/25b. ~11!

The two successive momentst1 andt2 , when the particle
crosses the cylinder, are found from~11! and given by

t15
1

v
~arccosD12arccosD2!, ~12a!

t25
1

v
~2p2arccosD12arccosD2!, ~12b!

where

D15
b22~yp02 l !22zp0

2 2 l 2

2lA~yp02 l !21zp0
2

, ~13a!

D25
yp02 l

A~yp02 l !21zp0
2
. ~13b!

Finally, the sojourn times of the particle inside the cyl-
inder and outside it are, respectively,

t15t22t15
2p22 arccosD1

v
~14a!

and

t25
2p

v
2t1 . ~14b!

The particle will remain suspended in some restricted
interval of thex axis if and only if

t15t2 , ~15!

which yields

arccosD15
p

2
, ~16a!

D150 ~16b!

Using ~13a! and ~16b! we find that only for

b22 l 2.0, ~17!

a particle, whose initial position projected onyz plane, be-
longs to a circle,

~yp02 l !21zp0
2 5b22 l 2, ~18!

will be captured by the flow.
Bearing in mind~9! and ~18!, we conclude that every

particle with initial coordinates satisfying the latter will be
trapped and move back and forth over a very short spiral-like
trajectory along thex axis. Heavy particles (rp.r) will
trace this trajectory on the ‘‘hot’’ side of the flow@Fig. 4~a!#
and light ones (rp,r)—a similar trajectory on the ‘‘cold’’
side. All other particles will be gradually swept out and
settled@Fig. 4~b!#.

Returning to the natural convection in the enclosure, at
the high Rayleigh number~Ra5105! involved here the two-
roll system appears in the core. In the region of the effective
vortex of both rolls, fluid is conveyed from the midplane to
the front ~back! wall, and returns to the midplane along the
external spiral. Inside this large torus, whereu ~the x com-
ponent of the fluid velocity! changes its direction, a non-
neutrally buoyant particle can be trapped by the flow. One
may expect that particles withrp.r andrp,r will survive
only on two cylindrical surfaces displaced symmetrically to-
ward the hot and cold sides of the flow.~As the flow is
symmetric with respect to the planex50.5, we limit our
interest from now on to the front half of the cavity.!

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

We assume that calculation of sufficiently long trajecto-
ries of individual solid particles selected in the flow field
allows us to detect existence of the equilibrium points or
‘‘orbits’’ where the tracks finally end.

A numerical simulation of the problem was performed
using a finite difference solution for the velocityv in a dif-
ferentially heated cubic enclosure containing Boussinesq
fluid. The basic equations governing the flow are the vortic-
ity transport equation,
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1

Pr

]V

]t
1

1

Pr
“3~V3V!5“

2V2Ra“3S u
g

ugu D , ~19!

and the energy equation:

]u

]t
1~V–“ !u5“

2u. ~20!

The vorticity vectorV is given by

V5“3V. ~21!

In the equations velocityV, time t, and temperatureu
are nondimensionalized, usinga/L, L2/a, andDT, respec-
tively.

The steady-state solution of the equations was obtained
using the 3-D codeFRECON3D.20 It is a relatively robust, false
transient solver allowing quick generation of the solutions,
ideal for parametric studies like the one described. The equa-
tions were discretized using a forward difference in time and
central differences in space. The resulting finite difference
equations were solved using the Samarskii–Andreyev Alter-
nating Direction Scheme. The vorticity and vector-potential
formulation was used. Hence, the solenoidal velocity vector
field is represented by the vector potential fieldC:

V5“3C. ~22!

SubstitutingV in terms ofC and using~22!, one obtains a
simple relationship between the vorticity and vector poten-
tial:

V52“

2C. ~23!

Using the definition of the velocity~22! in the vorticity trans-
port equation~19!, one obtains its final form in terms of
~V,C!. In the numerical procedure the standard conservative
form was adopted for the convective terms in the vorticity
transport equation in order to conserve exactly the mean vor-
ticity. It reduces numerical instabilities and improves the ac-
curacy of the finite difference solution.

No-slip boundary conditions for the velocity were used
for all six walls. The boundary conditions assumed isother-
mal hot and cold walls, whereas all four remaining walls
were adiabatic. The solution was computed on a 61361361
uniform mesh for experimentally equivalent conditions, i.e.,
Rayleigh number Ra5105 and Prandtl number Pr51100.
The mesh size was chosen on the basis of several tests in
which its size was increased from 31331331 to 81381381.
It was found that for the flow conditions investigated, there
was no significant change in the flow generated once the
mesh size exceeds 51.

To simulate tracks of individual pointwise particles, the
equations of particle motion were integrated numerically for
a given discrete flow field. The Kutta–Merson method with
an adaptive step size was used to integrate particle tracks. To
achieve high accuracy of the particle tracking at each inte-
gration step, the local fluid flow velocity and its derivatives
were found by 3-D quadratic interpolation using standard
subroutineDQD3DR from the IMSL library.21 The validity of
the tracks was verified in a number of ways, including varia-
tion of the mesh size and of the time step and reversal of all
velocities to enable the track to be traversed in the opposite
direction. It was found that a 613 mesh size is a justified
compromise between accuracy and computation time. The
tracks obtained for neutrally buoyant particles are fully reli-
able and the cumulative errors of integration seem to be neg-
ligible for the time scales used.

It should be noted that the main purpose of our numeri-
cal experiment was to bring out qualitative effects, rather
than quantitative simulation of the physical experiment. At
present, such a simulation seems to be very difficult, if at all
possible. It would necessarily involve not only the full equa-
tion of motion of finite-size particles, but also nonideal ther-
mal boundary conditions~TBC! of the physical experiment.
As was found in our previous studies,11,13 idealization of the
TBC of nonisothermal walls may lead to large discrepancies
between numerical particle tracking and experimental obser-
vations. Accordingly, our main attention was focused on de-
tection of the main features in the behavior of non-neutrally
buoyant particles immersed in the model flow, avoiding the
numerical artifacts that may appear on further complication
of the governing equations and boundary conditions.

Motion of a particle suspended in the previously com-
puted flow field is given by Eq.~5! and the kinematic equa-
tion,

FIG. 4. ~a! Suspending trajectory.xp050, yp050.1, zp050, V051,
b50.0887,r51230 kg/m3, andrp51240 kg/m3. Dimensionsx, y, z, andb
are scaled with cell size. The trajectory is heavily stretched along thex axis,
to bring out the details. Its overall length along thex axis is 0.0166~com-
pare with the scale of thez axis!. ~b! Nonsuspending trajectory. Here
xp050, yp050.1,zp050, V051, b50.2,r51230 kg/m3, rp51240 kg/m3.
Dimensionsx, y, z, andb are scaled with cell size. The trajectory is slightly
stretched along thex axis. Its overall length along thex axis is 0.2999.
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dr p
dt

5vp , ~24!

wherer p is the particle position.
When Saffman’s force is taken into account, Eq.~5! is

replaced by

26pma~vp2v!2
4

3
pa3~rp2r!gk

1
4

3
pa2

mK

n1/2
D–~v2vp!

~D:D!1/4
50. ~25!

Here n is the kinematic viscosity of fluid,D is the rate-of-
strain tensor, andK52.594; the expression for Saffman’s
force in an arbitrary flow used in~25! is based on the equa-
tion given in Ref. 15.

Integrating numerically~5! and~24! or ~24! and~25!, the
trajectory of the virtual particle, located in the previously
computed velocity fieldv, was calculated. The particle tracks
generated for the neutrally buoyant particles (r5rp) follow
the above mentioned two-spiral flow structure, traversing the
cavity back and forth. Figure 5~a! shows an example of such
a trajectory, which starts from the point~0.4, 0.4, 0.4!, close
to the midplane of the cavity. The trajectory spirals periodi-
cally toward the front wall and returns, creating a kind of
toroidal structure. The trajectories generated for the heavy
particles@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!# are evidently different. After
several periods of the traversing motion their spirals shrink
into some small closed volumes~‘‘bubbles’’!, in which ac-
cumulation of the particles can be expected.

To simulate the distribution of the suspended matter, the
paths of populations of 300–1000 particles, initially distrib-
uted at random in the cavity, were generated. Their final
distribution was found by monitoring particle positions after
sufficiently long intervals~e.g., 140 h!. This analysis con-
sumed typically more than 24 h CPU time on a RS6000-350
workstation. The predicted final distribution is demonstrated
in Fig. 6. It is found, that part of both the heavy and buoyant
particles remain suspended against gravity. They follow two
periodic asymptotic trajectories located in very thin coils,
halfway between the front and midplanes of the cavity. De-
pending on the sign of the buoyancy force, the trajectories
are closer to the hot or cold wall, as predicted by the solution
of the analytical model in Sec. II.

With Saffman’s force@Eq. ~25!# taken into account, the
results of the numerical simulation appeared similar to those
shown above, i.e. the heavy particles are located near the hot
wall, and the buoyant ones on the opposite side@Fig. 7~a!#.
However, unlike the previous case, the trajectories are not
confined to a single ring, but form a toroidal structure located
between planesx50.2 andx50.3. The particles trapped in
this region follow asymptotic trajectories along several co-
axial coils @Fig. 7~b!#.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

The experimental setup consisted of the convection box,
a xenon flash tube, and a color CCD camera. The box, 38
mm inner dimension, had two mutually opposite vertical
walls made of metal and four walls made of 8 mm thick

plexiglas. The metal walls were kept at constant tempera-
tures,Th525 °C andTc520 °C. As flow medium an aque-
ous solution of glycerin was used. The details of the setup
have been given elsewhere.22

The tracer particles~irregular shape, mean size 0.35 mm!
were produced from polystyrene melted with different addi-
tives with a view to the required density. Both types of par-

FIG. 5. Effect of buoyancy for calculated particle paths. A single particle
released at point~0.4, 0.4, 0.4!. Liquid density r51230 kg/m3. Particle
densityrp51230 kg/m3 ~a!, 1280 kg/m3 ~b!, and 1350 kg/m3 ~c!, respec-
tively. Ra5105, Pr51100. Front half of the cavity displayed only. Saffman’s
force neglected.
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ticles, of higher and lower density~identifiable by color!,
were present in the flow.

The computer controlling the experiment captured peri-
odically images of the vertical cross section of the cavity,
illuminated through the 2 mm thick sheet of the flash tube.
The sheet reciprocated stepwise between the front and back
walls, driven by a step motor, and the images taken were
evaluated to identify particles and find their positions in the
image plane. A set of about 20 images yielded a full 3-D
distribution of the particles in the cavity. The experiments
were run uninterrupted over several days, and the collected
data were successively analyzed and recorded on a hard disk.
Figures 8–10 illustrate the observed development of the par-
ticle distribution.

At the time of writing, the theoretical predictions were
only partly confirmed by the experimental results. Already
after about 100 h~Fig. 8!, we can identify an inner particle

ring structure similar to the predicted one, but a second outer
ring emerges. It seems that in addition to gravity, buoyancy,
and Saffman’s force, particle–wall interaction should also be
included in the numerical model. This interaction is probably
responsible for the fact that observed particles ‘‘survive’’ on
the outer ring, whereas in the numerical simulation they end
up at the bottom. After two weeks, almost all particles that
‘‘survived’’ form a large ~3–5 mm! aggregation~Fig. 10!,
slowly following the circular path located near the hot wall,
close to the predicted position of the left ring~cf. Fig. 6!.

The experiment did not confirm the predicted accumula-
tion of particles with density slightly lower than that of fluid
in the symmetric ring on the cold side of the cavity~cf. Fig.
6!. It was observed that such particles hit relatively quickly
~after 20–30 h! the upper wall of the cavity and remain there
permanently. This behavior is attributable to the
temperature-dependent viscosity of the fluid~glycerin–water
mixture!. The upper regions of the cavity are warmer, hence
the relative effects of buoyancy become stronger there, al-
lowing particles to reach the upper wall before they turn back
to the core of the flow.

On the other hand, the experiment confirmed the pre-

FIG. 6. Calculated distribution of 300 particles, initially distributed at ran-
dom, after 140 h. Ra5105, Pr51100, andr51230 kg/m3. Only about 10%
of the particles ‘‘survived.’’ Particles with 5% higher density than that of
liquid ~rp51300 kg/m3! form the ring at the hot side, those with 5% lower
density~rp51160 kg/m3!—at the cold side. Both rings located about half-
way between the front and the midplane. Isometric view of the front half of
the cavity~a! and front view~b!. Saffman’s force is neglected.

FIG. 7. Calculated distribution of 300 particles, initially distributed at ran-
dom, after 140 h with Saffman’s force accounted for. Here Ra5105, Pr
51100, andr51230 kg/m3. The particles with 5% higher density than that
of the liquid ~rp51300 kg/m3! form the ring at the hot side, those with 5%
lower density~rp51160 kg/m3!—at the cold side. Isometric view of the
particles~a! and some of their final paths~b!.
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dicted accumulation of the heavy particles that are confined,
after a sufficiently long interval, to a small region close to
the hot wall. This effect is mainly due to the difference be-
tween particle and fluid density, combined with the recircu-
lative structure of the flow. This effect may have important
implications in practice. For example, in open water reser-
voirs, where natural convection is always present, demixing
of impurities or organic species may play a crucial role in the
natural cleaning processes. However, for very small particles
another mechanism must be also taken into account, namely
particle diffusion. This effect is discussed in Ref. 23, where
particle behavior in the convective flow due to evaporation
of a thin liquid layer was studied. It was found that due to the
diffusion, particles suspended in the flow escaped from the
convection rolls and settled on the bottom. Unfortunately,
the settling particles in that study had no well-controlled di-
ameter, so that it is impossible to determine the rate of dif-
fusion drift there, except for the assumption that the particles
were sufficiently small for diffusion to manifest itself. By
contrast, the particles used in the present work were large

enough to exclude the diffusion mechanism. Indeed, the dif-
fusion coefficient~D5kT/pma, wherek is the Boltzmann
constant, andT temperature! under our experimental condi-
tions wasD50.53310216 m2/s, which for a two-week long
experiment~t

*
51.20963106 s! yields the diffusion drift

(Dt* )
1/25 0.83 1025 m,which is negligibly small compared

to the flow scale in the present case.
Some additional causes of particle sedimentation in the

experiment of Ref. 23 may be suggested. In the present work
we have seen that the flow structure in the third direction
~normal to the rotation planeyz! is of crucial importance for
particle retention. It may be that in the case of evaporation-
driven Bénard convection of Ref. 23, the flow structure in
the third direction was unsuitable for trapping.~Note that no
information on the flow in the third direction is given in Ref.
23, whereas the results of Ref. 24 show that it may be com-

FIG. 8. Distribution of particles after 100 h. Here Ra5105, Pr51100. Den-
sity of particles 5% higher than that of liquid. Isometric view of the front
half of the cavity~a!, front view ~b!.

FIG. 9. Multiexposed image of ‘‘heavy’’ particles after ten days~front
view!. Aggregation of particles observed at the left~hot! side of the plane
x50.3. Due to the relatively high initial particle concentration they com-
bined together, creating a large recirculating aggregate.

FIG. 10. Distribution of ‘‘heavy’’ particles after two weeks; isometric view
of the front half of the cavity. Accumulation seen at the hot side of the
cavity. Very few other particles are present in the box.
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pletely different from ours, as per Fig. 2!. Also, the charac-
teristic flow velocity ~enhancing particle retention! was an
order of magnitude smaller in Ref. 23 than in the present
work ~about 0.33331024 m/s and 100a/L50.26631023

m/s, respectively!, whereas the density difference was much
larger. Moreover, the rotating flow of Ref. 23 took place in a
thin fluid layer ~331023 m!, where the diameter of the sus-
pending circular trajectories~9! could be expected to be
much larger than this dimension. With the particle size un-
specified, this effect cannot be estimated either. Under our
experimental conditions~especially forL53.831022 m!, it
is impossible and the suspending coil-like trajectories are
well inside the enclosure.

To sum up, the present experimental observations of par-
ticle retention~there being no doubt that it exists! are in
disagreement with those of Ref. 23 due to the dissimilarities
in experimental conditions.

Accumulation of sand particles in coastal waves was re-
ported by Nielsen.18 He pointed to a possible simple trapping
mechanism due to interaction of the settling velocity with
two-dimensional vortex flow. This result is directly related to
our 3-D generalization of the problem, described in Sec. II.
However, in view of the relatively large density difference
and typically high flow velocities, the inertial effects, ne-
glected completely in our case, must become crucial in the
transportation of sand by water waves. These were thor-
oughly implemented by Tioet al.5,6 and Rajuet al.,25 who
analyzed the dynamics of particles in a periodic two-
dimensional Stuart vortex flow or mixing layers, taking into
account inertial terms in the equations of particle motion. In
the Appendix we examined the influence of these additional
terms in our case, with the conclusion that their effect is at
least five orders of magnitude too small to affect the ob-
served particle accumulation. The present finding indicates
that in creeping periodic convective flow particle demixing
will occur if only some particle–fluid density difference re-
mains.

V. CONCLUSION

Particle accumulation in recirculating 3-D convective
flow due to rotating flow-buoyancy interaction was predicted
theoretically and observed experimentally. The mechanism
of particle trapping involves the effect of the third compo-
nent of flow ~normal to the circulation plane!, which to the
best of our knowledge was not recognized before.

The observed particle accumulation in convective flow,
apart from its importance in many technological applica-
tions, is also of interest for basic understanding of low Rey-
nolds number fluid/particle interactions. The recirculating
character of the flow allows long-term observation of the
same set of particles. Hence, relatively simple experiments
can be used to verify existing models describing ‘‘lift’’
forces imposed on a sphere interacting with a shear flow or a
plane wall.

In the present simulations the contribution of Saffman’s
force was found to be of second order compared with the
overall accumulation effects. Its main feature was slight
thickening of the final ‘‘coil’’ representing the trajectories of
the trapped particles.

It is emphasized that this is only a preliminary investi-
gation, and for direct comparison with experiment additional
factors ~particle shape, nonideal thermal boundary condi-
tions, and non-Boussinesq approximation for the fluid! have
to be taken into account. Such effects as particle-induced
changes in the flow field~not really negligible for rather
large particles!, particle–particle interaction when accumula-
tion starts, and thermal expansion of the particles will
modify the observed scenario. Nevertheless, even without
such refinements our findings allow us to state that visualiza-
tion of the flow using non-neutrally buoyant particles~what
is practically always the case in a thermal flow!, even for a
creeping flow regime, may result in long-term problems.
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APPENDIX: INERTIAL EFFECTS

Let us estimate the long-range effect of the inertial
forces on a particle circulating in theyz plane given by~9!.
In addition to~5!, we now account for the inertia of particle,
the added mass of liquid and the effects of the pressure gra-
dient in the flow. Therefore, the force balance for a particle
now reads2 as

S rp1
1

2
r D 4

3
pa3

dvp
dt

526pma~vp2v!2
4

3
pa3~rp2r!gk1

4

3
pa3

3rS v–“v1
1

2
vp–“vD , ~A1!

which is supplemented by the kinematic equation~24!.
In Eq. ~A1!, all terms related to the liquid velocityv are

calculated at the particle positionr p . Note also that forv as
per ~3! and~4!, the corrections for nonuniformity of the flow
field2 vanish, since“2v50.

Projecting~24! and ~A1! on theyz plane, for the flow
field described by~3!, we can write

dyp
dt

5vp , ~A2a!

dzp
dt

5wp , ~A2b!

S rp1
1

2
r D 4

3
pa3

dvp
dt

526pma~vp1vzp!2
4

3
pa3rS v2yp1

1

2
vwpD

~A2c!
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S rp1
1

2
r D 4

3
pa3

dwp

dt

526pma~wp2vyp!2
4

3
pa3~rp2r!g1

4

3
pa3r

3S 2v2zp1
1

2
vvpD . ~A2d!

Eliminating yp and zp by differentiating ~A2c! and
~A2d! and substituting~A2a! and ~A2b!, we arrive at the
following set of equations forvp andwp :

e
d2wp

dt̄2
1
dwp

dt̄
1eRwp2

eR

2

dvp
dt̄

5vp , ~A3a!

e
d2vp
dt̄2

1
dvp
dt̄

1eRvp1
eR

2

dwp

dt̄
52wp , ~A3b!

where nondimensional timet̄5vt, and

R5
r

rp1r/2
, ~A4a!

e5
2a2~rp1r/2!v

9m
. ~A4b!

The rotational velocity of the flow is of the order ofvL.
In our experiment this velocity is of the order of 100a/L.
Thus,v.100a/L2, and using the values of the physical pa-
rameters, we obtain the estimate of our Reynolds number
e50.6231026. The latter shows that in our case the inertial
effects are very small, and can manifest themselves only af-
ter a very long delay. Indeed, solving Eqs.~A3! and retaining
only the terms that do not vanish for larget̄ ande!1, we find

vp5expFe t̄S 12
3

2
RD G~C2 cos t̄2C1 sin t̄ !, ~A5a!

wp5expFe t̄S 12
3

2
RD G~C1 cos t̄1C2 sin t̄ !, ~A5b!

whereC1 andC2 are constants.
Substituting~A5! in ~A2c! and ~A2d! and satisfying the

initial conditions, we find~in the same leading-order long-
term approximation! the following expressions for the par-
ticle trajectory:

yp5eEt@~yp02 l !cosvt2zp0 sin vt#1 l , ~A6a!

zp5eEt@~yp02 l !sin vt1zp0 cosvt#, ~A6b!

wherel is given by~8c! and

E5
2

9

a2~rp1r/2!v2

m S rp2r

rp1r/2D . ~A7!

Thus, theyz projection of the trajectory is given by

~yp2 l !21zp
25e2Et@~yp02 l !21zp0

2 #. ~A8!

With only particle inertia and added mass accounted for,
~A7! reduces to

E5
2

9

a2~rp1r/2!v2

m
, ~A9!

whereas~A8! still holds.
Equations~A8! and ~A9! show that the long-range mo-

tion of the particles~with particle inertia and added mass
accounted for! follows spiral trajectories with exponentially
growing radius. Taking into account also the effect of the
pressure gradient in the unperturbed flow@Eqs. ~A8! and
~A7!#, we find that heavy particles follow spiraling trajecto-
ries of growing radius~since for rp.r, E.0!, whereas
buoyant particles follow collapsing spirals~for rp,r,
E,0!, approaching the equilibrium pointy5 l , z50.

In reality the above-mentioned inertial effects can mani-
fest themselves at time values of order

tch5
1

uEu
5
9

2

m

a2v2urp2ru
. ~A10!

For the values of the parameters listed above, we esti-
matetch54.2931010 s'1360 yr. In other words, all inertial
effects are negligible under the conditions of the present ex-
periment, and particle suspension on very short cylindrical
surfaces, as predicted by~3!–~18!, is valid.
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